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Spider Learning, Inc. announces free curriculum as Coronavirus support to Districts 

 

Pittsburgh, PA— 3/10/2020 -Spider Learning, Inc. announced immediate availability of their Digital 

Middle School and Algebra 1 curriculum (Online Resource Bundles/ORBs) at no charge for the 

remainder of the 2019-2020 school year to any school/District that feels the need to close buildings due to 

the fear of spreading the Coronavirus.   

“As educators we are empathetic toward school leaders who are faced with decisions that could 

have long term impacts on student achievement, as well as with the students and their teachers who are 

accountable for daily instruction. Our Online Resource Bundles (ORB), built to help teachers personalize 

learning, are designed to be used in various learning environments; this includes remote use 

independently or at a scheduled time so that teachers can monitor student performance in real-time. The 

same curriculum product and tools can then transition seamlessly back into the traditional classroom as a 

replacement to print textbooks. The possibility of instructional models, both remote and onsite, are 

limitless,” said CEO Raymond Rozycki. 

 

Coronavirus School Impact Intervention 

We know that schools need quickly executable instructional plans due to the outbreak of this 

virus, and we have created online tutorials and videos and have our support desk personnel on call to 

show teachers and students how to get connected with our content and one another. Thanks to Agilix, our 

Learning Management System (LMS) provider, and their commitment to partnering with us during this 

time, we can provide Districts without an LMS a solution that will have their students and teachers 

actively engaging with our curriculum within a few days. Agilix is also providing a Continuity of 

Learning program with the support of Spider Learning, Amazon AWS and several other content 

providers. This solution is designed for districts that already have an LMS (Canvas, Schoology, Moodle, 

etc.) and they will be able to access our content, as well as several other curriculum provider’s content, 

though their Publish Anywhere tool.  
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Founded in 2014, Spider Learning, Inc., a leader in next generation learning resources and instructional 

design, offers a range of curriculum products and services designed to engage students and make 

personalized learning manageable. 

### 

Spider Learning, Inc. their Digital Middle School and Algebra 1 curriculum (Online Resource 

Bundles/ORBs) are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Spider Learning, Inc.  

For more information, press only: 

Raymond Rozycki 
(724)777-0576 
ray@spiderlearning.com 

For more information on their Digital Middle School and Algebra 1 curriculum (Online 

Resource Bundles/ORBs): 

www.spiderlearning.com 
www.spiderlearning.com/coronavirus 
 


